Text sentiment analysis is a new branch of computational linguistics which is widely concerned. In this paper, we present an approach to determine polarity of sentiment word based on context of sentence. We first change the context of sentence to semantic pattern vector, calculate the between different sentences, then compare sentences context indirectly by comparing similarity of their pattern vector, next we annotate polarity of sentiment word according to comparing result. Experiment shows that when the context of two sentences have high similarity, it is likely to have high precision in recognizing polarity of sentiment word. Our study shows it's feasible to use semantic pattern vector in representing context and judging polarity of sentiment words.
Introduction
Text sentiment orientation is obviously influenced by the domain knowledge in this area. The context is also important to the orientation study. However, when we determine the polarity of sentiment words, there are not any effective mathematical models or methods that can be used to exactly describe the textual context of sentences now, and the establishment of domain knowledge base often requires a large amount of work. Hence, there are no effective methods using domain knowledge or context in determining the polarity of sentiment words now.
Yu [1] calculated the co-occurrence frequency of the new words and some words in seed words set by constructing the seed words set of sentiment words, but in this method, word pairs with identical polarity can only be determined through their high co-occurrence frequency, without considering the influences of text domain and context and possible changes of polarity of sentiment words caused by them. In fact, different words have different co-occurrence frequency in different domains, while as the context changes, the polarity of word varies significantly. Turney [2, 3] adopted the statistical method of PMI-IR, which is still based on the idea of pointwise mutual information to study polarity of words by calculating the statistical dependency of some two words that are often used together in the text. This method is consistent with the basic idea in References [1] , still belonging to the unsupervised learning method, and can deal with the polarity dependency among numerous sentiment words in aspect of statistics. However, Kamps [4, 5] used the method based on the semantic dictionary, which calculated the semantic distance between candidate words and basic sentiment words mainly by using the synonymous structure diagram of WordNet, and then determined the semantic orientation of candidate words. This method uses the semantic knowledge of words to a certain extent, but it is not applicable for determining polarity of sentiment words under changing textual context as it does not consider the domain and textual context. This paper provides a method for determining the polarity of sentiment words wholly from the aspect of textual context. The basic idea is to convert the textual context of sentences and represent it with semantic pattern vectors; indirectly study the degree of similarity of two sentences in the expression of textual context by comparing the degree of similarity of two sentences represented by semantic pattern vectors, and thus predict polarity of sentiment words contained therein.
Determine the polarity of domain-specific sentiment words with usage of the semantic pattern vector of sentences
The main difficulty to determine polarity of sentiment words through textual context of sentences lies in that the textual context is a relatively abstract and vague concept, with high subjectivity. Even for the same sentence, different readers will have different contextual understandings. But for the machine, as it has no appropriate background knowledge and adequate intelligence, it is less likely to understand the intrinsic semantic meaning as the mankind; in addition, there is no suitable algorithm or mathematic models that can be used to exactly depict and describe the semantic environment of sentences.
However, when we conduct the polarity discrimination of domain-specific sentiment words, though we cannot let the machine deeply understand the complex textual context of sentences, we can select a certain sentence A as the representative sentence with specific textual context. If there is another sentence B, which has the completely identical structure and expression with the said specific sentence A, that is, these two sentences are totally identical. Then they should have the same textual context, and their domain-specific sentiment words will surely have the same polarity. From this, it can be speculated that in a sentence C, if it's all words and the order of words in the sentence are identical with those of the specific sentence A and just the entity involved therein differs, then the sentence C surely has the same context with sentence A and the meaning of expression of the former is almost identical with that of the latter. For example, sentence A: This little guy is so smart; and sentence C: This little boy is so smart. Comparing these two sentences, we can see that these two sentences are completely identical in all aspects except for the entity involved, which is "guy" in A while "boy" in C. Thus, it is known that these two sentences have the identical textual context, and the sentiment word "smart" in these two sentences has the same polarity, both positive.
Furthermore, if we take the expression of sentence A as a fixed semantic mode for expressing the specific textual context, and the polarity of sentiment words of A is definite, then comparing the semantic modes of sentence A and another sentence is just equal to compare the their textual context. After comparison, for the sentences are deemed with semantic modes similar to A, they will also have the similar textual context with A. Then it can be speculated that sentiment words of these sentences have the same polarity with those of sentence A. In such a way, polarity of sentiment words can be indirectly determined with help of the textual context.
According to the assumption above, we propose a method to indirectly determine polarity of sentiment words and polarity confidence level by calculating the similarity degree of semantic pattern vector of sentences.
The said method of forming semantic pattern vectors of sentences mainly adopts that used in References [6] . But in this paper, in order to achieve more accurate comparison results of the textual context of sentences, on the basis of referring to the similarity comparison method of semantic pattern vector used in References [6] , we further orient and limit the comparison method. The comparison of semantic modes of sentences can be divided into three levels. The first level is to compare the syntactic structure of sentences, namely, the sentences should have the same language expression structure; the second level is to compare the quantity of identical words in the same position of the two sentences; and the third level is to compare the quantity of dissimilar words in the same position of any two sentences, as well as the similarity degree of such dissimilar words in aspect of semantics. The calculation method of semantic similarity of words still adopts that used in References [6] , which is based on Synonym Dictionary [7] . Through comparison in these three levels, the similarity of textual context of the said two sentences can be accurately gained, and the matching process of specific semantic pattern vectors is as follows:
Step 1: By conducting conventional work like word segmentation, part-of-speech tagging, entity and type of entity tagging, convert sentences A and B into semantic pattern vectors, with the general form as follows:
(1) Wherein, the letter t means the semantic pattern vector of sentences, and a r , b s , and c t mean the words respectively preceding, middle, and following the entity in the vector.
Step 2:First, compare structures of t A and t B (the semantic pattern vectors of sentences A and B), which is to mainly compare the entity type and entity position, and based on this, the similarity of these two sentences in this aspect can be calculated out, with the calculation formula as follows: 
Step 3: In case that the calculated result of Step 2 is 1, respectively count the quantity of identical words of the three sub-vectors sited at the beginning, middle, and end of the two semantic pattern vectors, as well as their positions, in such way, we can obtain the similarity of the said sentences caused by identical words of sub-vectors.
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represents the quantity of identical words in semantic pattern vectors of sentences A and B, then the calculation formula is as follows:
Step 4: Based on the calculated result of Step 3, respectively count the quantity of dissimilar words of the three sub-vectors sited at the beginning, middle, and end of the two semantic pattern vectors, as well as their positions, and with usage of Synonym Dictionary and the similarity calculation formula used in References [6] , we can calculate out the similarity of such dissimilar words and further calculate out the similarity of the two semantic pattern vectors caused by dissimilar words.
According to the formula used in References [6] , if ) , ( tB w tA w Sim represents the similarity of dissimilar words appearing in t A and t B , then the calculation formula is as follows:
Wherein, w tA and w tB respectively represent the dissimilar words appearing in semantic pattern vectors of two sentences.
Step 5:The results of Step 3 and 4 can be integrated into the total similarity of such two semantic pattern vectors, with the calculation formula as follows:
With the help of the formulas above, we can calculate the similarity of semantic pattern vectors through judging the similarity of their structures.
On the basis of the above comparing similarity of two sentences' semantic pattern vector, we can define a threshold, such as, 0.5. When the similarity of two pattern vectors exceeds the threshold, it can be determined that these two patterns have very similar semantic environment thus it can be inferred that polarity of sentiment words appearing in sentences are identical. And the credibility of sentiment words polarity discrimination can be measured by the similarity degree of two pattern vectors. Namely, the similarity can be regarded as confidence level of polarity discrimination.
Experiment and Evaluation
To compare the similarity of semantic pattern vector, we choose corpus supplied by the Third Chinese Opinion Analysis Evaluation (COAE2011) as corpus in our experiment. We selected five sentences from this corpus to form a basic pattern vector set. From this corpus we selected 600 sentences that are similar to the sentences in the basic set. These 600 sentences composed testing dataset of sentence to be determined. The next preprocessing works included word segmentation,part-of-speech tagging, entity recognition, sentiment word tagging for all the sentences and manual annotation of the polarity of all the sentiment words for later precision comparison. We used methods in above section to compare semantic pattern vector of sentences in basic set and sentences in testing set. By comparing similarity, we made judgment to polarity of sentiment words in testing sentences. Finally, we compared these identified sentiment words from 600 sentences in testing dataset with those manually annotated sentiment words. The relationship between sentences similarity and precision of sentiment words polarity discrimination is as follows: When similarity is compared, the number of each testing sentences occupies obviously different proportion under different similarity. Generally speaking, the higher the similarity is, the smaller proportion occupied by sentences is. We draw the following pie chart to show this relationship:
From the above figures we can see that, when semantic pattern vectors of 5 different sentences were compared with those of other testing sentences, the accuracy rates of sentiment words polarity discrimination are greatly different under circumstance of different similarities. Due to the strict requirements when performing fine matching of semantic pattern vectors, there are few sentences
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Instruments, Measurement, Electronics and Information Engineering reaching very high similarity. Actually in this experiment, similarities of most testing sentences compared with basic pattern vectors are lower than 60%. Figure 1 shows the proportion of each part under circumstance of different similarity when compared with basic pattern vector. According to this figure, although testing sentences are selected manually, there are still more than half sentences' similarities are lower than 50%. It proves that it is rather difficult to find sentences with high similar context. On one hand it is because the number of sentences in pattern vector set we built is small, on the other hand, it is because the forms of expressions for sentences are flexible and diverse; therefore the matching of semantic pattern vector cannot reach high similarity.
In addition, from table 1 we can see that when sentences in testing dataset highly match with victors in basic set, generally, when the matching degree exceeds 80%, the precision of sentiment words polarity discrimination is higher. This shows that it is feasible to describe context of sentences by semantic pattern vectors of sentences and then determine the polarity of sentiment words.
Because of the limitation of human resources, we only use a small-scale of testing sentences to make this experiment. Obviously, it is necessary to promote such an experiment to a large scale of testing corpus so that the result will have universal significance.
Figure1: The relationship of proportion occupied by testing sentences under different similarity

Conclusions and Future Work
Polarity determination of sentiment words is preliminary but important work in text sentiment analysis. The polarity of sentiment words differs greatly according to different fields of text and the context. This is the reason why in many applications we cannot dynamically determine sentiment words polarity to fit actual situation. In this paper we use the form of semantic pattern vector of sentences as the tool of describing the context of the sentence and determine polarity of sentiment words indirectly by comparing context of sentences. Although the current sentence scale is small and the precision of experiment result was not high, this paper originally proposes the method of using context to determine sentiment words polarity. The next work is to improve multivariate information contained by semantic pattern vector so as to express the context more accurately. Furthermore, we can adopt more appropriate matching algorithms to calculate the similarity of semantic pattern vectors.
